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SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE AND STROUD COLLEGE 
FURTHER EDUCATION CORPORATION 

 
Approved minutes of a meeting of South Gloucestershire and Stroud College  

Further Education Corporation 
Held on 6 December 2018 

At Stroud Campus, Stratford Road, Stroud, Glos, GL5 4AH 
 
 

Present:    Moyra Pascoe    (Chair) 
   David Benson 
   Sophie Chester-Glyn 
   Mike Croker 
   Craig Dickinson 
   Phil Eames 
   Harrison Festa Adams 
   David Hagg 
   Kevin Hamblin   (CEO & Executive Principal) 
   Martin Jones 
   Joe Lamonby 
   Dave Merrett 
   Richard O’Doherty 
   Ben Short 
            
       
In Attendance: Andy Slaney   (Chief Operations Officer, Commercial 

     & Estates) 
Sara-Jane Watkins  (College Principal)  
Sharon Glover         (Clerk) 

 
Ben Short was welcomed to his first Corporation meeting and introductions were provided. 
 
1. Apologies for Absence 
 

Apologies were received from Roger Ellis, Moira Foster-Fitzgerald and Jude 
Saunderson. 
 

2. Declarations of Interest 
 
 The following declarations of interest were raised: 
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a) Kevin Hamblin, Phil Eames and Sara-Jane Watkins in the CEO’s report relating to 
Forest High School. 

b) Kevin Hamblin, Martin Jones and Sara-Jane Watkins in item 8b, as Directors of 
SGS Group Services. 

c) Kevin Hamblin, Martin Jones and Andy Slaney in items 8c and 13, as Directors of 
SGS Commercial Services Limited. 

d) Martin Jones also declared an interest in the Apprenticeships and GOALs items in 
the Principal’s report as his wife is a member of staff working in the Workplace 
Learning department. 
 

3. Other Items of Urgent Business 
 
 There were no other items of urgent business raised. 
 
4. Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 

The minutes of the meeting held 8 Nov 18 were approved and signed as a correct 
record. 

  
5. Matters Arising From Those Minutes 
 

Members monitored actions on the action log and updates were provided. In relation 
to item 10a the Chair reported that the Principal had written to MPs about the current 
funding situation and an excellent response had been received from the Labour MP 
for Bristol East, a copy of which had already been shared with members. The Chair 
proposed that it would be timelier to next write to MPs at the time of the 
comprehensive spending review. The Chair also raised that there had been an 
excellent article in the Guardian about the lack of funding in further education and 
skills and also Ofsted are lobbying about the inability of Colleges due to the lack of 
funding support. It was noted that the local MP Chris Skidmore has been appointed as 
the new Universities and Science Minister and the Chair will take forward the lack of 
response received to the Principal’s letter. 
 
Action: Chair of the Corporation. 

 
6. CEO & Executive Principal’s Report  
 
 The CEO & Executive Principal reported on the following: 
 

a) Higher Education Expressions of Interest – It has not been possible to match 
diaries to complete the task of meeting all HEI’s twice. In order to move matters 
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forward the Chair proposed that the Strategy Task and Finish Group is reconvened 
and a date set in January for the Universities to present to this Group. Members 
were reminded that the original members of this Group consisted of Moyra 
Pascoe, Mike Croker, Joe Lamonby and John Huggett. In the absence of John 
Huggett members were invited to express an interest as his replacement. Dave 
Merrett and Ben Short put themselves forward. 
 
It was resolved: 
a) To appoint Moyra Pascoe, Mike Croker, Joe Lamonby, Dave Merrett and 

Ben Short as members of the Strategy Task and Finish Group and to 
delegate authority to this Group to receive presentations from the Higher 
Education Institutions and report back to Corporation.  

b) To provide delegated authority to the Chair of the Corporation to swap 
members of this Group should there be a need. 

 
b) Confidential Item 
c) Confidential Item 

 
 The report was noted. 
    
7. Principal’s Report  
 
 The Principal reported on the following: 
 

a) Annual Conversation update – Under 20% of staff still need to complete their 
annual conversation, which is a lower figure than with the legacy system.  

b) Staff pay award – Clarification was received of the intent to backdate, as with 
previous years, the pay award to 1 August 2018. Pay awards for the Executive 
Team and Clerk will be considered by the Remuneration Committee at their 
meeting in January 2019. Corporation endorsement of the backdating of the pay 
award to 1 August 2018 was sought and received. 

c) Love our Colleges campaign – SGS has contacted all regional MPs to urge for 
their support to lobby government for additional funding for the sector. The letter 
and one response received from the Labour MP for Bristol East had been 
circulated to members. Attention will now be focused on the comprehensive 
spending reviews. 

d) Teacher Pension update – The impact of Teacher Pension costs is cause for 
concern. Although the Department for Education will provide funding in 2019/20 
to cover the increased contributions there is uncertainty about funding support 
thereafter. There is also concern regarding LGPS increases which will not be 
supported by the local authority. Reference was drawn to a Pension Scheme 
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Briefing prepared by the Chief Financial Officer and members were invited to 
submit questions direct to the Chief Financial Officer. 

e) Construction Industry Training Board update – CITB are the largest provider of 
apprenticeships nationally and are SGS’s largest partner in the South West. CITB 
have links with employers and their relationship is important to the College. The 
proposed approach, supported nationally by the AoC, was presented in the report. 

f) Level 3 Plumbing Apprenticeships update – A position update was provided with 
assurance provided that a thorough action plan and internal quality manager are in 
place. One member of the Corporation advised that there had been a lack of 
communication from the College to employers and concerns were raised about the 
impact and additional costs that employers are incurring and it is apparent that the 
whole sector is struggling with the adoption of the new apprenticeship standards. 
The Principal agreed to follow up this feedback and the Corporation Member was 
invited to meet with the College Principal to discuss concerns in more detail.  

g) Apprenticeship Customer Service and Responsiveness issue – Members were 
updated on the concerns raised at the last meeting regarding the quality of 
customer service within the apprenticeship provision. With over 2,000 apprentices 
the employer surveys have always been positive. Following discussion the 
example provided appeared to be an internal communication issue and the 
Principal agreed to investigate further. The lack of frequent contact with 
employers, in comparison to previous years, was also raised and it was agreed to 
be reviewed. Members who attended the College self-assessment report valuation 
event were surprised that there are areas of concerns surrounding apprenticeships. 
Members were informed that the last 18 months have been very challenging due 
to the introduction of the new standards which are complex and there has been a 
lack of external implementation support. A member of the Corporation involved 
in writing the new apprenticeship standards reported that the apprenticeship 
framework had changed and that there is no funding to support the roll out of 
these reforms causing pressures on Colleges. The CEO & Executive Principal 
suggested that discussions are held with the Executive Team and the size of 
apprenticeship provision reviewed. When asked, confirmation was received that 
regular updates would be provided to the Corporation. 

h) Diploma in Sporting Excellence (DISE) – The change from the previous 
Advanced Apprenticeship in Sporting Excellence (AASE) has enabled more 
surety on future funding but has also given the College an opportunity to review 
its delivery partners. Members questioned how this provision was controlled and 
overseen due to the distances involved and whether the College had capacity. 
Assurance was provided that the College had capacity via a peripatetic team. 
When asked, confirmation was received that this is a national programme and the 
College’s element is to quality assure in return for a top slice. The Principal 
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reported that a financial and performance review of DISE is currently being 
undertaken together with the impact should the College exit from DISE. 
 
Members support for due diligence on the following organisations in order to 
consider them as DISE partners was sought and received: 

• Basketball: Castle Eagles (Newcastle) and The Sheffield College. 
• Boxing: The factory Youth Zone (Joe Gallagher Academy) Manchester 

and Smith Academy Rotunda ABC (Liverpool) 
i) Industry Placement activity – The College has been selected as part of a national 

pilot for the extended work placements as part of the T Level pilot project. This 
will be the greatest challenge faced for the future and learners are not enthused. 
When asked, confirmation was provided that qualitative feedback from the pilot 
will be provided to the Department. 

j) ESF update – The GOAL project is the main challenge for the ESF Project Team 
however progress is starting to be made. 

k) Safeguarding update – Changes are currently being implemented with the Pro-
Monitor and My Concern systems to enable the categorisation of concerns and 
also reporting of the data by protected characteristics, through the creation of 
linkages between the two systems. Further information will be presented at the 
January Corporation meeting. 

 
The report was noted. 
 

8. Annual Report of the Audit Committee 
 

a) Mike Croker, Chair of the Audit Committee, presented the annual report of the 
Audit Committee, as required by the Post-16 Audit Code of Practice with 
submission to the Education and Skills Funding Agency. The report sums up the 
work of the Audit Committee and includes the internal and external auditors’ 
reviews. Members were informed that the financial statements had included the 
subsidiary company but not SGS Academy Trust. KPMG also undertook a 
regulatory audit and their management letter covers the areas of review and 
observations. Appended to the report were the risk management annual report, 
including conclusions from the Audit Committee, and RSM’s annual report. Also 
referenced were the Audit Committee minutes of the meeting held 19 Nov 18 and 
the Committee’s recommendations to Corporation  

            
b) Members noted the approved SGS Group Services Annual Report and Financial 

Statements 2017/18. 
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c) Members received the approved 2017/18 Annual Report and Financial Statements  
and Letter of Representation for SGS Commercial Services. As with last year, the 
Board of SGSCSL is requesting a Letter of Support from SGS Corporation. 

 
d) The Chair of Audit Committee presented the reconciliation between management 

accounts financial statements, which was noted by the Corporation. 
 

e) The Chair of Audit Committee presented the Members’ Report and consolidated 
Financial Statements 2017/18. Reference was drawn to the report from the 
governing body and the various statements that required signing by the Chair of 
the Corporation and Accounting Officer. Following review by the Audit 
Committee various changes had now been incorporated. The Clerk also raised that 
subsequent to the Audit Committee meeting further non-material changes had 
been made however final oversight had been provided by the Audit Committee 
Chair. The Audit Committee Chair raised the need for the Corporation to be 
satisfied with the narrative and its consistency.  
 
Members questioned whether there is any impact on the accounts in light of the 
Senior Staff Remuneration Code. The Clerk reported that the AoC are currently 
drafting a Senior Staff Remuneration Code which, upon receipt, will be presented 
to Corporation for consideration. Having checked the Office for Students 
requirements there is no impact on the 2017/18 Financial Statements but OfS 
requirements will need to be taken into account for the preparation of the 2018/19 
Financial Statements.  
 
Members discussed the financial objective relating to cash generation and of its 
significance. The CEO & Executive Principal explained about the key ratios in the 
FE sector used by the Education and Skills Funding Agency to monitor College’s 
financial health. Members noted that the management accounts had highlighted a 
potential cash flow concern in March 2019. The urgency of further work needed 
on reviewing the cash flow was raised and the Principal agreed to investigate 
further. Assurance was provided that close monitoring takes place by the Chief 
Financial Officer. 
 
The Chair of Audit Committee referred to KPMG’s Management Letter, of which 
the Audit Committee found the content to be disappointing as it had not been as 
informative as expected. However, it should be recognised that the audit had been 
very positive and had gone smoothly which is of credit to the Chief Financial 
Officer and her team. Attention was drawn to the outstanding matters. 
 
The Letter of Representation was also referred and confirms the Corporation’s 
responsibilities for keeping proper accounts and any judgements.  
 

       It was resolved to approve: 
a) The 2017/18 Annual Report of the Audit Committee. 
b) The Internal Audit Service Annual Report. 
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c)  Financial Statements Auditor’s Management Letter, subject to 
clarification from KPMG of the status of the outstanding matters in the 
Management Letter. 

d) SGS College Members’ Report and consolidated Financial Statements 
2017/18.  

e) Letter of representation to KPMG.  
f) Letter of Support to SGS Commercial Services Limited. 
g) KPMG’s re-appointment as Financial Statements Auditors for 2018/19 

(being the second year of a three year period from 2017/18) based on the 
fee structure previously agreed. 

 
9. Modern Slavery Act 2015 
 

Members received a report covering the statutory duty under the Modern Slavery Act 
2015 together with a recommendation for approval of an anti-slavery and human 
trafficking statement for publishing on the College website. 
 
The report was noted and it was resolved: 
To approve the anti-slavery and human trafficking statement for publishing on 
the College website and to delegate authority to the Group CEO & Executive 
Principal to sign the statement. 

 
10. Management Information 
 

a) Management Accounts exception report – In the absence of the Chief Financial 
Officer questions were invited. Members raised that the current ratio is looking 
low, the financial health grade had gone down, cash flow reporting was not up to 
date and there is no forecast outturn. Members were informed that the 
Individualised Learner Record had only recently been submitted. Members were 
informed that 16-18 numbers were down, adult provision was as forecast and 
apprenticeships are higher than planned. Members raised that the ESF schedule 
had been omitted from the management accounts and the Principal agreed to 
follow up with the Chief Financial Officer.  
 
Members questioned how the adult budget would be allocated for Stroud campus. 
Members were informed that £3.5m will be allocated across SGS. The ESFA have 
also undertaken an exercise with the West of England Combined Authority and 
£2.3m will be ring fenced for Colleges to bid for via tender. The funding 
application will also work differently resulting in learners being funded 
differently. Collective devolution is cause for concern due to its complexities and 
top slicing of funding. Members questioned whether there would be any 
opportunities arising and this was unknown until the tender process had been 
communicated. So far the WECA process is too late in the College cycle as after 
curriculum planning has taken place. Due to the large disconnect between the 
vision of WECA and the adult education budget the College is viewing this 
funding as at risk.  
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The report was noted.  
 
Action: College Principal. 
               

b) KPIs – The KPI report was tabled at the meeting due to the submission of the 
Individualised Learner Record on 4 Dec 18. The report provided a summary 
position with positive results in attendance and retention. However, attendance in 
English and Maths remains of concern and continues to prove challenging.  
Formal grading of teaching, learning and assessment continues and to ensure that 
apprenticeship provision improves rapidly there will be close monitoring by the 
Senior Leadership Team. 
 
The report was noted. 
               

c) RCU Sunburst Report – Members noted that this report is to be carried forward to 
a future meeting.               

 
11. College Self-Assessment Report 2017/18 (including HE & CIPs)       
 

Members received the 2017/18 College Self-Assessment report (SAR), progress 
against the 2017/18 Improvement Plan, progress since the last Ofsted inspection and 
key improvement priorities for 2018/19. The report noted that the Annual Review of 
Higher Education was presented at the November Corporation meeting and there are 
no further amendments to that report. 
 
The Principal reported that the production of the SAR had been a bottom up process 
and had undergone a robust validation meeting on 20 November 2018 that some 
governors attended alongside a former Ofsted Inspector. The SAR was considered to 
be a true evaluation of the strengths, areas for improvement and aspirations of the 
College. The College’s focus will be on the continuing improvement of teaching and 
learning, priorities from Ofsted and Maths and English. An emerging concern being 
apprenticeships which is a focus for the Assistant Principal Quality & Performance 
working with the former Ofsted Inspector.  
 
Governors who had attended the validation meeting congratulated the College on a 
robust, challenging and impressive meeting. The SAR had been put together well by 
the Assistant Principal, Quality & Performance and the former Ofsted Inspector held 
the SAR up as an exemplar.  
 
The Chair raised that the former Chair of the Corporation had concluded from the 
Monday Memo that there is a lack of consistency of teaching, learning and assessment 
and not sufficient challenge. A Levels are below the national average however the 
Principal did raise that great progress had been made with high grades but there had 
been a poor start with low retention.  
 
Having attended the AoC New Governor Induction training one governor raised that 
over 50% of Colleges are in deficit so in that context the College should be 
congratulated. 
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It was resolved: 
To approve the 2017/18 College Self-Assessment Report and to note the 2018/19 
cross-College Improvement Plan. 

 
12. Learning & Development Dynamic Purchasing System Agreement  
 

Members noted that the agreement was not available for presentation to Corporation 
for approval of the application of the Corporation Seal. In order not to prolong matters 
delegated authority was sought for the Chair, or Vice-Chair, in the Chair’s absence to 
approve the agreement and for the Corporation Seal to be applied in the presence of 
the Chair or Vice-Chair, in the Chair’s absence, and Group CEO & Executive 
Principal. 
 
It was resolved: 
To delegate authority to the Chair, or Vice-Chair, in the Chair’s absence to 
approve the Learning and Development Dynamic Purchasing System Agreement 
and for the Corporation seal to be applied in the presence of the Chair or Vice-
Chair, in the Chair’s absence, and Group CEO & Executive Principal. 

 
13. SGS Commercial Services Limited                           
 
 Confidential Item. 
 
14. Strategic Property Group                 
  

The minutes of the meeting held 22 Nov 18 were noted. David Benson, Chair of the 
SPG, reported the following: 

  
a) Confidential Item. 
b) STEM building at WISE Campus – The Group considered the 2nd Project 

Manager’s report. A lengthy discussion took place on the floor plans and 
amendments were suggested. Subsequent to the meeting, the Co-Opted Member 
raised concerns with the Chair of the Corporation that the application for funding 
differed from the delivery and he was concerned about the College’s reputation 
with WECA. The context behind the original funding bid was explained and that 
matters had evolved and the parameters are different now than the original bid. 
The Chair of the SPG added that the designs at this stage are basic but will change 
as the project evolves. Assurance was provided that learnings from previous 
projects have been taken into account and the focus of this project, in order, are 
budget, quality and time. The intent being for the designs to be flexible to account 
for curriculum changes. The current design is to be positioned so as not to take up 
too much car park and be separate from the main building. There had also been 
concern raised that there had been insufficient curriculum input to the design. The 
CEO & Executive Principal reported that the budget was fixed and at this stage 
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the focus is on the high level design and staff engagement would take place at the 
detailed design planning phase.  

c) Our Places Strategy – Members were informed that the CEO & Executive 
Principal had produced a detailed Property Strategy which the SPG are 
recommending to Corporation for approval. Members noted that the strategy 
implies that there is more space than needed. In response, members were informed 
that the available space was not in the right location.  

 
The Chair of the Corporation raised that Craig Dickinson, Staff Member, had put 
himself forward to fill the remaining vacancy on the SPG and his appointment 
was recommended. 
 
It was resolved: 
a) To approve the designs for the STEM build at WISE campus; proposed 

site plan (00-DR-A-269-0020), proposed ground floor plan (00-DR-A-269-
0050), proposed first floor plan (01-DR-A-269-0051), proposed second 
floor plan (02-DR-A-269-0052).  

b) To approve the Property Strategy 2017 – 2027. 
c) To appoint Craig Dickinson to the Strategy Property Group, with 

immediate effect. 
 
15. Student Union Financial Statements and Annual Report 
 
 Members received and noted the Student Union Financial Statements and Annual 
 report. This report also included a report from the Student Governor. 

 
16. Curriculum Conference 
 

Members noted a report on the Curriculum Conference held 22 Nov 18. 
 
17. Confidentiality  
 

Members agreed that due to business sensitivities the confidential part of the CEO & 
Executive Principal’s report, confidential Audit Committee minutes, SGS 
Commercial Services, Strategic Property Group confidential minutes and appendices, 
notes from the Curriculum conference and minutes 6b & c, 13a-f and 14a are to be 
treated as confidential. 

 
18. Assessment of meeting   
 

A summary of feedback in relation to the meeting held 8 Nov 18 was received. The 
 Clerk distributed forms to members so that an assessment of the Corporation meeting 
 could be undertaken.  
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19.  Any Other Business 
 

The Chair reported that the Clerk is looking at alternative meeting venues for 
Corporation meetings held at Filton Campus due to revised closing times being 
introduced at this campus from the 2019/20 academic year. 

 
20. Date of Next Meeting (Agenda Item 20)  
 
 Thursday 31 January 2019, 5pm at Filton Campus. 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
The meeting commenced at 5.10pm. 
Sophie Chester-Glyn joined the meeting at 5.25pm (during item 6) 
The meeting closed at 8.10pm. 
The meeting was quorate.   


